
New Milestone, More Experience, meet Sanhua at CRH2019 

 

CHR 2019 will be held in Shanghai from April 9th to 11th and we invite you to visit Sanhua 

booth E2D41, to have your wonderful experience at CRH 2019  

 
SANHUA will present 8 main solutions in the booth and have a console panel in the middle 

of the booth where you could press “Like” button to the most impressive solution you 

believe. Once the button is pressed, there will be an incredible scene happened! 

 

What kind of products or solutions would make you so impressive? Let’s have a glance firstly 

 

SMART RFKH DISPLAY CASES (perfect for wholesaler stores) 

Simple and easy to use is very important for SANHUA and its customers. Sanhua keeps 

working on that direction and here is one of the outcomes. 

 
Agree or not, it’s been always the challenge to selection a TXV. Imaging the installer is 

stepping into a refrigeration store to buy a TVX, we would be able to train him or train the 

staff to help him to select the TXV in less than 5 min, isn’t it interesting. 

Sanhua innovatively designed a display case for the Sanhua RFKH TXV and it is just simples 

and Maximum 3 steps to finish the TXV selection. Sanhua will present this display cases in 

the field and you will be trained in 5 min. and this will be a powerful tool for all its 

wholesalers to attract the visitors and boost the sales. RFKH has been a world class 

performance TXV and it worth such a smart show cases. 



- Please visit E2D41 Sanhua booth to explorer why 

 

In the same section you will also find the new Sanhua selection software, it is a Windows OS 

based desktop software which is very useful and simple for HVAC&R engineering designers. 

You can input the designed system conditions, the software will automatically recommend 

the model of Sanhua products. 

- That’s the software you are looking for. 

Premium Condensing Unit with all Sanhua components 

 

- taking Sanhua one-stop components solution and get a 5 years warranty  

First of all don’t get it wrong Sanhua is not intended to produce any of condensing unit. 

But SANHUA is offering to the condensing unit manufactures a 5 years warranty as long as 

the unit is installed with all Sanhua specified products and been approved by Sanhua. 

The China refrigeration market has been lacking of standardization and this leads to the 

uneven quality of the cold rooms. As the market leader Sanhua is willing to bear to 

responsivity of improving the situation. Nevertheless, so far there is no such a brand that 

guarantee like this in commercial refrigeration industry. this is reflecting Sanhua’s full 

confidence of the products quality. 

- Please visit E2D41 Sanhua booth to explorer how 



 

 

The Revolutionary solution for Higher efficiency  

 

- Sanhua EEV & controllers package solution 

The SEC superheat controller was launched 1.5 years ago and it’s been changing the way of 

people thinking of expansion valve. Before that no one can really image that Sanhua will 

make the price level as closest ever as the traditional TXV+ Solenoid valve.  

It is so smart that could easily control the superheat within +/-0.5K. starting this year Sanhua 

has upgrade it in order to have all 24 kinds of refrigerants inside in order to fulfill the market 

like Europe that demanding more and more new and low GWP refrigerants.  

In the booth you will find the “0 inner leakage” characteristics of the LPF series EEV, which is 

specific used for refrigeration application. 

This solution is very likely to become the revolution to the TXV+ Solenoid valve market in 

the near future. 

- Please visit E2D41 Sanhua booth to explorer why 



 

BDF12 shut off valve for VRF A/C system 

- make a much more-quiet room and comfort life 

 

DBF12 valve is designed as an alternative solution to the SANHUA FDF13A solenoid valve 

which is the most widely used valve in heat recovery (HR) type VRF. 

The 1st FDF13A was installed into the HR type VRF since 2004 and after that several millions 

of FDF13A valves have been installed. It is very stable and well accepted. 

Nevertheless, there is one weakness. There are too many FDF13A been installed in 1 single 

HR unit and once they are opened there will be huge noise level and the DBF12 has the 

solution. 

It used a standard Sanhua DC12V step motor which can be controlled to realize slow 

opening (8 seconds) the opening big noise will be solved. 

It is bi-direction and during its closing the reversed flow won’t be able to lift the armature 

and make the noise. 



This will be the next milestone for VRF. 

- Please visit E2D41 Sanhua booth to explorer why 

EBV05 motorized ball valve, specially designed for R32 VRF system. 

- Not only a safety valve but also an expansion valve 

 

The R32 VRF system must bear shut off valves and in case of R32 leakage the valves will be 

used to isolate the indoor unit from the rest and keep the room safe.  

The EBV05 is designed to be such a safety shut-off valve. After trying so many different 

possible solutions Sanhua believe a motorized ball valve will be the best one. 

The EBV05 uses a standard Sanhua DC12V step motor to drive the ball from full open to full 

close. It can be bi-directional with perfect cut-off performance in both directions. Compare 

to solenoid valve, the pressure drop is much lower. 

According to market demand, it can also be bi-directional expansion valve with 3200 steps 

to precisely control the flow.  

- Please visit E2D41 Sanhua booth to explorer how 

Solutions to New Refrigerants  



 
- Besides the launched CO2 and R290 solutions Sanhua will announce its R32 4-way 

reversing valve for scroll heat pump (Chillers). 

The scroll heat pump will have extremely high discharge temperature up to 160oC and 

the 4-Way valve must be designed for permanent usage. 

- Please visit E2D41 Sanhua booth to explorer how 

 

35th anniversary of Sanhua 

You may notice that year 2019 will be Sanhua 35th years anniversary  

It is a milestone and a new starting point as well. There will be an celebration in October this 

year but Sanhua people cannot wait but show their excitement in CHR2019.  

There will be in the booth a section called “Say something to Sanhua’s 35th years 

anniversary”. The camera and microphone are ready to hear from you.  

Please smile and don’t forget to take the 35th anniversary T-shirt (limited collection) 

 

Here is just part of the information we kindly invite you to visit Booth E2D41, there are more 

things to show you. 

 


